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PREFACE.

To write a book without books, is something like making a tool without tools ; and to ex-
pect a creditable geography of Ireland without the writings of Kirwan, Griffith, and Portlock
on its geology—of Keogh, Mackay, and White on its botany—of Young, Wakefield, and
Curwin on its agriculture and social condition—of Kane on its general productive capacity—
of Frazer on its mines and fisheries—of Ware, O’Reilly, and Wills on its biography—of Petrie
on its architecture—of the Collectanea and the Dublin Penny Journal, on its antiquities—of
Burke on its peerage—Simon on its coins, and Croker on its legends—without the local
dictionaries of Lewis, Gorton, and Carlisle—without the Surveys of the Dublin Society—
without the natural histories of Boate and Berkenhoist—without the excursions of Fisher,
Brewer, and Mrs. Hall on its scenery—without having ever seen one of the two hundred



quarto manuscript volumes of antiquities by the Ordnance Survey—one of its three thousand
manuscript name books ; and, worst of all, without one of its ten hundred superb maps—
without Thom’s Almanac, Mr. Donnelly’s Returns, the Devon Report, a single census, or a
single blue-book—is something like expecting a Prologomena from Lanigan, or his Com-
mentaries from Clarke, without conceding to either a copy of the Septuagiut. Those works
are the topographical Scriptures of Ireland ; and a single glance at any one of them, by the
present writer, has not been a possibility during the production of the following pages. The
home apothegm of “ finding a needle in a bundle of straw,” obligingly circumscribes the
difficulty by telling where the needle is to be found ; but what wizard can tell where
Hamilton’s Letters on Antrim—Dubourdien, Giesekie, or Whitehurst on the Giant’s Cause-
way—Piers on Westmeath—Downing on Mayo—Smith on Cork and Kerry—Ryland on
Waterford—Hardiman on Galway—Sampson on Derry, and Grose on Meath, are to be found
on the banks of the Ohio ? It is a positive fact, that in the neighboring city of Louisville, with
a population as large as that of Limerick, there could not be found, last year, a map of Ireland
to illustrate, for a moderate audience, a lecture upon the subject of this volume, the artistic
substitute having been a barbarous outline of the Irish coast, in chalk, on a blackboard !

It is due to the country here undertaken to be portrayed, and it is due to the writer, to have
this very qualifying fact set forth ; and if the character of the former were not as much in-
volved as that of the latter, the latter would consult his own feelings by witholding, because
of its personal complexion, a circumstance still more qualifying. Though having, for several
years, made preparations for supplying, in the old land itself, a long and deep-felt want—that
of a well digested and carefully-worded school and family geography of Ireland—it little
occurred to him that he should ever be thrown, in the new world, upon those compilations
and observations, as a means of subsistence. Such, however, came to pass about nine months
ago, soon after his arrival in this country, when this publication was first commenced, in
nearly hebdomidal issues of eight pages each ; yet lie trusts, that a higher motive soars herein
than any which scuds around the stagnant depths of mere self-interest. This periodical form of
publication at once set going the ordinary wheel of consequent periodical duties ; and, as a
single line here published was not composed before that date, it created the inevitable neces-
sity of writing to catch time. Thus, between canvassing for subscribers, writing the next
“ number,” correcting the proof-sheets, delivering every copy of every issue, keeping and
collecting small accounts, and even binding the “ parts,” one poor literary factotum was well
split ; the delivery alone keeping him on the foot four days successively out of the seven ! To
the original subscribers in Cincinnati, Newport, and Covington, these facts, which they know
so well, need not be recalled, except as a complete apology for the long trial of patience, to
which this tedious routine has subjected them, and of which their humble servant is deeply
and gratefully sensible.

Such are the very uninviting circumstances under which the following pages have been
produced ; yet, the consequent topographical and typographical commissions and omissions
will be found of little material consequence, perhaps not more serious than the sly lapsus on
page 107, where a nominal coincidence has transferred an historical association from
Baltimore, in Longford, to Baltimore, in Cork. Respecting the interrogatory form and the
extreme explicitness of the composition, they proceed from a sincere contempt of literary
pretension at the expense of utility—the deliberate exchange of the rhetorician’s esteem for
the plain man’s thanks.

To omit, in the midst of these reminiscences, the name of George Petrie, LL. D., M. R. I.
A., &c. &c., should argue, in the writer, either a little head or a little heart. To this gentle-
man’s friendship, since 1849, he is indebted for his privileges in the great Library of the



Dublin University, and that of the Royal Dublin Society ; and to E. R. Colles, Esq., Librarian
of the latter institution, to Dr. Todd and Dr. Graves, Senior Fellows of the former, and his
securities therein, he deems this the most appropriate place to make known his obligations.
The first named of these three gentlemen has secured his special gratitude ; and, though not in
immediate connection with this little production, he can not forget, in this place, a proved
literary and personal friend, whose political virtue and large talents first inspired him with a
turn in the direction of fatherland—Charles Gavan Duffy.

His acknowledgments are now ended, when he adds—that, from his own personal ex-
perience, a few manuscript volumes of notes, a pocket manual, named “ the Hibernean
Gazetter,” printed in “ 1780,” and now nearly half obsolete, a few books acknowledged
through the work, and lent him by two or three of his subscribers, in particular by the Very
Rev. E. T. Collins, V. G., and W. G. Hatpin, Esq., the following pages are compiled.

Cincinnati May 23, 1859. J. H. G.
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Green’s General
Geography of Ireland,

Adapted to Schools and Self-Instruction

Introduction — Nomenclature.

Chapter 1. — Provinces.

Question. Since great numbers of the American people have come from Ireland, and since
Ireland is now connected with America by the Atlantic Cable, I should like to know some-
thing about that country ?

Answer. That is right. Look, then, on the map of Europe—that second largest island is
Ireland..

I see. Ireland, then, is surrounded by the sea, and is nearer to America than any other
nation in Europe.

Exactly so ; and for this reason all messages sent fromAmerica to the old world, by the
Atlantic telegraph, must first come to Ireland.

What two points, belonging to the two continents, are connected by the Cable ?

Trinity Bay in Newfoundland, and Valentia Bay in Ireland.

Show me Valentia Bay on the map.

There it is, in the county of Kerry and province of Munster.

I now perceive that Ireland is divided into counties, like the United States and Great
Britain, but what are provinces ?

The word “ province” literally means, a country that has lost its independence.



How many provinces does Ireland consist of ?

Four, named Leinster, Munster, Ulster, and Connaught.

And were these four territories formerly independent and separate countries ?

They were, for many centuries ; first, they were governed by kings, and afterward by
presidents.

Have they separate governments now ?

No ; they are now united under one governor, who goes by the title of Lord Lieutenant or
Viceroy, and who keeps his court in Dublin, the capital.

What, then, is the use of still retaining the old division of provinces ?

It is a very pretty division, and is still useful for legal and ecclesiastical purposes.

Please explain.

I mean that, for the better administering of the laws, countries are sectioned into judicial
circuits, as is the case in America and Great Britain. Ireland has four such circuits, cor-
responding to the four provinces. And, as to church government, the same arrangement is
equally convenient. Since the twelfth century, each of these quarters has been a separate
archiepiscopal province. Besides, if you look at the map of Ireland, you will see there are
natural grounds for this quarterly division of the island.

I see now, the natural, the political, the judicial, and the ecclesiastical provinces are
identical, in this country.

They are nearly so, and this is seldom the case. England, for instance, is divided into six
judicial circuits, but only into two ecclesiastical provinces ; and neither arrangement is based
upon any obvious natural distinctions in the geography of the country. By a recent act of
Parliament, the Established Church in Ireland was deprived of two of its archbishops, in order
that it might resemble the Established Church in England, but the Irish Catholic church keeps
up the ancient tetrarchal system.

Chapter II. — Counties.

What are the objects of dividing countries into counties ?

Chiefly, local government and representation in the legislature. Grand juries of counties
look after the public roads, hospitals, jails, etc., within their respective shires ; and every
county has a sheriff, whose business it is to see that the law is executed within his district.

How many counties in Ireland ?

Thirty-two : twelve in Leinster, nine in Ulster, six in Munster, and five in Connaught.

Why no more and no less?



Partly, because of natural causes and partly, for political reasons, now not easily traced.

I’m not satisfied ; tell me the natural causes, and give me your idea of the political
reasons.

All physical boundaries are the same in all countries, such as rivers, mountains, the sea,
etc.

Name one Irish county determined by rivers.

I could several ; but Antrim and Down, in the north-east of the island, are two complete
instances.

Name an instance or two showing that hills or mountains have obviously done the same
thing.

Sligo is completely encompassed by a circular chain of hills. Kerry is separated from Cork
by a mountain line ; while Donegal and Wicklow are plainly determined by their mountain
features.

Any other illustrations of a similar kind ?

Every one of the counties affords such, more or less ; and not only the larger, but also the
smaller subdivisions, as baronies, parishes, and townlands. Look at all those promontories
indicated on the map : every one is a separate barony, while no part of the county Clare
passes beyond the natural boundary line by which it is almost insulated.

Now I should like to know what are the political reasons to which you have alluded ?

In ancient times the island was cut up into a great many principalities, each controlled by
its own lord or chief ; and some of the present divisions are exactly identical with the chief-
taincies upon which they were founded.

Give an instance.

The O’Tooles owned the mountain district now constituting the county of Wicklow. The
O’Donneils (one of whom was Dictator of Spain in 1857 and ’58) held Tir-Connell, now
named Donegal. The patrimony of the Maguires surrounded Lough Erne, and is now the
county Fermanagh, Tyrone, (Tir-Owen, or the land of Owen,) before it was reduced to shire-
ground, was much more extensive, as the territory of the O’Neills ; and some of the smaller
shires of Ulster would seem to be slices of it handed over to sheriff’s, one by one, as they
were taken by the strong arm of England, in its long struggle with that powerful family.

Chapter III. — Towns.

I recollect you said Dublin is the capital of Ireland ; where is Dublin ?

It is in the county of Dublin and province of Leinster, nearly opposite to Liverpool at the
other side of the Irish Sea.



How far is Dublin from Liverpool ?

One hundred and twenty miles ; but Holyhead, at the nearest corner of Wales, is only
about half that distance !
What place does Dublin hold among the cities and towns of the British Empire ?

It is second to London only ; but Liverpool and Manchester have larger populations, and
either is more wealthy.

How, then, does Dublin rank as the second city in the British Isles ?

By reason of its superior beauty, owing to its picturesque location, and splendid public
buildings ; its importance as the capital of an ancient nation, which makes it the centre of a
great many civil, political, and social institutions, besides being the seat of the vice-regal
court.

I have heard of Cork and Belfast—are they in Ireland ?

Yes. Cork is the second city in the island, and is situated in the county of Cork and
province of Munster. Belfast is the capital of Ulster, and belongs to the county of Antrim. The
chief town of Connaught is Galway, upon an outlet of Lough Corrib.

Are these all seaports ?

They are, and places of considerable trade with Great Britain and America.

I have heard of Limerick lace and gloves—where is that city ?

In Munster, near the mouth of the Shannon. It ranks before Galway, and till lately was
considered the third city in Ireland ; but Belfast has shot far ahead of it in every respect, and
promises to treat Cork in the same way.

Which are the other principal towns in Ireland ?

The cities of Waterford and Derry, in the extreme south and north of the island, and the in-
land cities of Kilkenny and Armagh : all these are the chief towns of the counties so named.
Newry, in county Down, Sligo, in Connaught, Drogheda and Dundalk, in Louth, are import-
ant and increasing seaports.

We have now learned something of the political and social geography of the country—
what next ?

If you please, its great natural features.

Physical Geography.

Chapter IV. — Bird’s-Eye View.

I should like to know how Ireland would look from a balloon, supposing it possible to take
the whole island in at a glance ?



That is what is termed a “ bird’s-eye view,” and such is the view presented by all good
maps.

I see, then, by this map of Ireland, that the island is somewhat square in contour, and very
much cut up on the coast—is that so ?
It is ; the shape is that of an irregular rhomboid, whose length is to its breadth as three to

two.

Let me understand you ?

I mean that the longest straight line that can be drawn on the country is 306 miles ; and its
breadth, measured at right angles to that line, is 210 miles, and passes through Mayo and
Wexford.

How much ground looks up to the sky in Ireland ?

In round numbers, the area is about twenty one millions of acres.

Please be exact.

Well, exactly 31,874 square miles, or 20,808,271 acres.

Is this much or little, when compared with the areas of other countries ?

Of course, it is much less than that of Great Britain, which includes three nationalities ; but
it is a good deal more than the united areas of Sicily, Sardinia, and Corsica, the three next
most important islands belonging to Europe. It is equal to a whole group of German
Principalities, including the kingdom of Wurtemburg. It wants but little of being twice as
extensive as the States of the Church. One province of it is larger than the sovereign State of
Tuscany. Ireland would make two republics, either as big as Switzerland. It is more spacious
than the kingdoms of Holland and Belgium put together ; while it supports a larger pop-
ulation than the vast peninsula of Sweden and Norway united.

Looking down on this important island from a bird’s-eye point of view, what are its broad
physical features ?

A great central plain, protected from the ocean by a sublime coast, and from the storms by
surrounding mountains, spacious bays, bold head-lands, with many lakes, peat-fields, and
rivers.

Chapter V. — Volcanic Traces.

What is the theory of mountains ?

That they have been protruded through the level plain by subterranean force, which force
is supposed to be that of fire.

What ! chains of mountains rising above the clouds, stretching in length hundreds of
miles, and spreading in breadth over whole districts, to be lifted up out of the bowels of the
earth ?



Precisely so. Burning mountains are met with in every part of the globe, and all history re-
fers to them. That there is such a thing as subterranean life is thus made manifest ; and actual
boring through the crust of the earth has demonstrated, that the internal temperature of the
globe increases, according to depth, at the rate of one degree for every mile nearer the centre.
But the centre of the earth is four thousand miles from us, and four thousand degrees of heat
more than we have, would melt iron.
But would it be sufficient to lift the Wicklow Mountains ?

I do think so. In 1819 the plain of Cutch, in Hindostan, was elevated ten feet throughout an
extent of 750 square miles, while about as much more of the same plain was depressed at the
same instant. Earthquakes have been felt in every age and every country, rocking the very
mountains themselves, and capsizing cities, with as much ease as you would a house of cards.
Jeddo, the capital of volcanic Japan, was overturned in 1765, and still later, in 1856, when
near half a million of souls were ushered into eternity, in an instant. In 1822 Aleppo, in
Turkey, met a similar late, and had twenty thousand of its inhabitants buried alive. Lisbon
fared still worse, when that capital was overturned by an earthquake, and the whole peninsula
convulsed.

Yes, and lately the papers brought us such another tale from Mexico. But in it known that
Ireland is within the sphere of volcanic influence ?

It is. A subterranean shock awoke all the British Isles on the night of Tuesday, the 9th of
November, 1852, and was strongly felt in Dublin, and all along the Irish coast. And it is rather
noticeable, that this is the mountain line in Ireland.

Anything else in the same direction.

Yes ; the geology of the whole north of Ireland, but more especially of Antrim, is exceed-
ingly curious and interesting. Ulster is more disturbed than any other of the provinces, and
this fact is quite in keeping with its contiguity to agitated Scotland.

How far is Ulster from Scotland ?

Only about ten miles ; and the miracle on the north coast of Antrim, which is partly re-
peated at the other side of the channel, baffles all conjecture, if this igneous hypothesis be
given up.

Pray, what miracle is on the north coast of Antrim ?

The “ Giants’ Causeway,” so named because of a notion among the peasantry, that it is the
work of ancient giants ; and, till recently, even intelligent visitors thought this great geo-
logical phenomenon betrayed too much design, to be the accidental effect of any natural
cause. But, now. there is no second opinion about it among scientific men.

Proceed, I shall stop from my dinner to hear all about it !

Its full description will be given in a future page of this work, under its proper head,
“ Scenery.”

Does any other country possess such a curiosity ?



Yes, but nothing of the kind on so large a scale, has yet been discovered. The whole
interior of this county Antrim is strewn with manifestly volcanic remains. And phenomena of
a similar type are met with at Murat, in central France, and the Isle of Staffa, in Scotland.

Chapter VI. — The Limestone Plain.

I have heard it said that Holland is all flat, and Switzerland all mountainous ; but I see
both features are blended in Ireland ?

Yes, but the plain predominates by a great deal. It comprehends twenty counties, and is so
varied that, compared with Holland, it is no plain at all. Much of the Netherlands is lower
than the level of the sea ; but the Irish plain is from two to three hundred feet above it. In
Westmeath and Ulster it rolls very much. In Roscommon it very softly undulates. In Longford
and Cavan it is still more varied. In the King’s County it is cut right across by the Slieve-
bloom chain, from one to two thousand feet high. In Tipperary it assumes the shape of long,
extended vales, flanked by hills and boldly relieved by the towering Galties at one side, and
the Devil’s Bit at the other. The celebrated Rock of Cashel, with the sublimest ruins in West-
ern Europe on its top, rises abruptly out of the Golden Yale. The Rock of Dunamase, in the
Queen’s County, is such another interruption ; and, also, the fine, rolling country between
Cashel and Killenaule, in which neighborhood is the isolated and historic Mount of Slieve-
na-mon, one of the boldest in the country.

Why, then, do you call this central district a plain ?

Because the higher interruptions of Tipperary, Westmeath, and the King’s County, are few
and far between, while the lesser are cultivated, like the surrounding country, and dwindle
down to insignificance, compared with the elevated barriers that surround them.

Is no part of this general plain a perfect level, like Holland, Denmark, or Lombardy ?

Yes ; all Kildare, much of Meath, and the great peat belt, known as the Bog of Allen.
Kildare has one of the finest racing-grounds in Europe ; and even here, right down on the
Curragh, there are modulations of surface which serve spectators as natural platforms, or
“ stands,” at that Epsom of Ireland.

What is the Geology of this plain ?

Very simple ; limestone being the surface rock all over it, hence it is named the Limestone
Plain ; hence, also, its great fertility ; and hence it is regarded as a section of the great plain of
central Europe, which stretches from the Ural Mountains, across Russia, Hungary, Germany,
and England.

Chapter VII. — The Mountains.

When you spoke, in a former chapter, of the “ surrounding mountains” did you mean to
convey, that those of Ireland run in a circuitous chain around the central plain, like the rim
round a plate ?

Not exactly ; but if your plate is more square than round, and a third longer than wide, if it
be indented on the edge, and this rim filed down so as to leave nine or ten knobs standing in



certain positions, it will then answer as a familiar, though a very unscientific, illustration of
our subject : the Irish mountains are less concatenated than grouped.

Seeing that a plate conveys the idea of depression in the centre, while the Irish plain is so
much above the level of the sea, I fancy this oblong table, with those books upon it, could be
made to illustrate this point better.

Very good. All islands may be regarded as table lands in the sea, except those which have
no level plain, such as the sugar-loaf island of Tenneriffe.

Is this maritime distribution of the Irish mountains of any economical advantage to the
country ?

Certainly. It spreads the charms of natural scenery all round the land, besides screening the
low grounds from almost every wind that blows.

What is the direction of the most prevailing wind in Ireland ?

South-westerly ; and the storms which frequently sweep from this point of the compass are
met at the very threshold (so to speak) by the highest and most extended group of mountains
in the island.

But do not mountains interfere with agriculture, by taking from the arable surface of the
country ?

Most undoubtedly. Scotland, for instance, is almost as large as Ireland, but, owing to its
mountain character, it has only about five millions of acres which can be cultivated, while
Ireland has over thirteen millions fit for the plough. In like manner England, which is less
mountainous than Ireland, has still more arable land in proportion to its area. In other words,
one-fourth of Scotland, two-thirds of Ireland, and three-fourths of England, are capable of
cultivation, principally on this account.

In what other way than those stated do the mountains of Ireland compensate for their en-
croachment on the arable surface ?

They yield excellent building stone, in which England is rather deficient ; and they are all,
more or less, metalliferous ; iron, lead, copper, silver, gold, and other metals, having been ex-
tracted from them, since the remotest times.

Do they still yield the useful and precious metals ?

They do, abundantly ; but for the want of wood, in which Ireland, like Scotland, is very
deficient, the iron ores of Ireland can not be profitably smelted ; but the silver and copper
mines of Waterford, Tipperary, Wicklow, and Kerry, are well known ; and so lately as eighty
years ago, the government worked a gold mine in the Croghan mountains of Wicklow.

But do not mountains diminish the temperature of a country, and, if so, Ireland ought to be
colder than England ?

And perhaps it is ; but this is owing to more special causes, which will be explained by
and by. No mountain in Ireland or Great Britain is a mile in height, and it takes a full mile up



in the air to diminish temperature five degrees. When up half way the highest mountain in
Ireland, you experience no greater cold than you would in Derry after leaving Cork.

Have you arrived at that fact by personally traveling both ways ?

No, it is an easy inference from the truth, that 328 feet high is tantamount to a degree of
latitude, as respects climate.

Any other argument on this head ?

Yes ; the latitude of Ireland obliges the sun’s rays to strike the plain of that country at an
acute angle, to the great loss of much solar heat ; the uplands, however, receive those rays at
right angles, and thus a beautiful economy is consulted very much in the interests of temp-
erature and vegetation.

Nothing more ?

Looking at the history of Ireland, as well as the histories of Greece, Switzerland, Scotland,
Circassia, and the world, it can not be denied, that mountains have always been the last and
best body-guard of struggling Freedom.

Chapter VIII. — Same Subject — Elevations.

I should like to know the exact elevation of the highest mountain in each of the four
countries ?

The Irish mountains are higher than those of England, but lower than those of Scotland or
Wales. The Scotch mountains have more than one point higher than the highest in the three
other countries. Here are their respective altitudes :

Ben Macdhui (Scotland), - - - - - - 4,300 feet.

Snowden (Wales), - - - - - - 3,571 "

Carntual (Ireland), - - - - - - 3,404 "

Scafell (England), - - - - - - 3,166 "

Compare these, now, with the highest on the continent.

If the four could be piled on each other, Mont Blanc would be still higher ; while some
peaks in Asia have nearly twice that altitude.

It appears, then, that the highest mountains are in tropical latitude, and that the mineral, as
well as the animal and vegetable kingdoms, diminishes towards the cold poles.

It is indeed rather noticeable, that the highest mountains are found in the very regions
which most need them, as if to show that the very accidents of nature reveal a Providence.
Those mighty mountain-chains of the torrid zone, though under a vertical and scorching sun,
have night-caps of snow on their heads, which they never doff, and, consequently, which



never cease night and day to absorb the superabundant heat. Mountains, however, do not
exhibit a regular stuntment, like vegetables, as they recede from the tropics.

I will thank you for an illustration.

The Scandinavian chain, for instance, is more than twice the elevation of Carntual, though
the latter is so much more south.

In what part of Ireland is Carntual ?
In Kerry : it is one of the MacGillicuddy’s Reeks, so named from an ancient Irish family

whose hereditary representative still holds, in courtesy and in law, the magniloquent title of
“ The MacGillicuddy of the Reeks.”

Please to point out on the map a few of the highest groups, beginning with the most
elevated.

Here they are in the order of size,—those of Kerry, Wicklow, Tipperary, Down, and
Mayo :

The Reeks (Kerry), - - - - - - 3,404 feet.
Brandon (Kerry), - - - - - - 3,120
Lugnaguilla (Wicklow), - - - - - - 3,039
Galtymore (Tipperary), - - - - - - 3,008
Slievedonard (Down), - - - - - - 2,796
Mangerton (Kerry), - - - - - - 2,754
Mulrea (Mayo), - - - - - - 2,680

with some twenty-two other points, all more than two thousand feet high.

Does the geology of the Irish mountains bear out the igneous theory referred to in a former
chapter ?

It does. The Wicklow, Down, Mayo, Donegal, and other groups in Ulster and Connaught,
are granite, or have a granite nucleus, with other crystalline conglomerations ; but, strange to
say, near the mouth of the Bann, where the most striking evidences of volcanic convulsion are
strewn in all directions, fossils have been found under circumstances which give the lie to all
geological theory !

What are fossils ?

The word fossil is Latin, and literally means anything dug up ; but, as a term in geology, it
always signifies some animal or vegetable petrifaction, which, in “ reason’s ear,” is very
eloquent respecting the former state of our globe.
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